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HRC 2012:  
UNPRECEDENTED  
MOBILIZATION FOR EQUALITY

For the past two years, HRC has been laying the groundwork 
for our largest mobilization effort ever to ensure 2012 is a year 
of milestone victories for LGBT equality. HRC and our energized 
supporters have raised or contributed more than $20 million 
to re-elect President Obama and to advance marriage 
equality and other electoral priorities this cycle. 

Our top priorities included: 
• Re-electing President Obama
• Electing Tammy Baldwin to the U.S. Senate
• Electing More Openly LGBT Lawmakers & Allies
• Marriage in Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, and Washington
• Advancing Marriage Efforts across the Country
• Exposing Our Opponents

HRC’s members and supporters drove these priorities. We invested $8 
million on efforts to expand marriage equality, particularly in the four 
ballot states of Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, and Washington. We activated 
a dedicated base of volunteer leaders to mobilize our members and 
supporters around key campaigns, organizing hundreds of fundraisers, 
scores of canvasses, and thousands of phone banks. We sent 
nearly 22 million election-related emails and raised more than 
$1.4 million for HRC-endorsed candidates. We launched an interactive 
and informative online Election Center where users could learn how to 
take action for equality. And in the critical final days of the election, HRC 
President Chad Griffin led a cross-country Get Out the Vote tour, 
culminating in a telephone town hall with 55,000 of our members and 
supporters. 

WE HARNESSED THE POWER AND REACH OF OUR POLITICAL 
ACTION COMMITTEES, STAFF, BOARD MEMBERS, STEERING 
COMMITTEES, AND VOLUNTEERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY TO MAKE 
THIS UNPRECEDENTED MOBILIZATION A REALITY. 

22,000,000
ELECTION-RELATED 
EMAILS

$20,000,000
RAISED AND  
CONTRIBUTED 
TO EXPAND  
MARRIAGE  
EQUALITY

HRC ON THE GROUND IN RACES 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY
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PRIORITY: RE-ELECTING PRESIDENT OBAMA

President Obama has done more to advance equality for the LGBT community 
than any other sitting president in history, including his historic endorsement of 
marriage equality, securing hospital visitation rights for same-sex couples, ending “Don’t 
Ask, Don’t Tell,” and standing up to the discriminatory Defense of Marriage Act.

To ensure progress continues under a second Obama administration, HRC:

• Endorsed the President for re-election early and began aggressively 
communicating his accomplishments for equality.

• Raised more than $10 million dollars for the President’s re-election efforts by 
HRC’s Board of Directors.

• Donated $65,000 toward critical Get Out the Vote efforts in Ohio to activate 
supporters for President Obama and other pro-equality candidates.

• Launched aggressive online and earned media efforts against Mitt 
Romney and Paul Ryan, using key research to elevate their past anti-LGBT 
actions and rhetoric.

• Participated in more than 200 Pride festivals nationwide in 49 states, 
communicating the President’s numerous accomplishments for our community to 
more than 10 million people.

• Conducted Get Out the Vote email outreach to HRC’s 1.6 million members 
and supporters.

• Sent a Get Out the Vote text alert to HRC’s mobile list.

• Registered thousands of fair-minded voters via HRC’s partnership with Rock 
the Vote. 

• Sent more than 3.5 million emails to members and supporters for HRC’s 
national and PAC fundraising efforts.

• Conducted phone outreach urging voters to support President Obama.

PRIORITY: ELECTING TAMMY BALDWIN TO THE U.S. SENATE
Congresswoman Tammy Baldwin is no stranger to shattering glass ceilings, and her 
election would make her the first openly gay person to serve in the U.S. Senate. 
Tammy Baldwin is the strongest voice for equality on Capitol Hill, and has championed 
every piece of LGBT legislation during her tenure in office.

To make sure Tammy Baldwin is the first openly gay member of the U.S. Senate, HRC:

• Raised and contributed over $500,000 to support her overall eletoral efforts.

• Featured Tammy in ten fundraising emails reaching a total audience of more than 
2.5 million.

30,000,000 IMPRESSIONS

>
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H U M A N R I G H T S  C A M P A I G N

ELECTION 2012SU M M E R 2012

The Most LGBT-Friendly President Ever  
Standing With Us On Marriage Equality,  
ENDA & Opposing DOMA  

A CLEAR CHOICE BARACK OBAMA

CANDIDATES ENDORSED
BY HRC

SIX THINGS YOU  CAN DO BETWEEN  NOW & NOVEMBER

MAJOR COMPANIES SPEAK OUT  FOR EQUALITY 

NAACP PRESIDENT  BEN JEALOUS SPECIAL Q & A
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• Promoted the Baldwin campaign regularly across HRC’s online properties, including the Election Center 
website and blog, as well as social media.

• Called out attempts by the Tommy Thompson campaign to attack Baldwin for her sexual orientation.

• Sent half a dozen HRC staffers to support the Baldwin campaign and other pro-LGBT equality candidates in Wisconsin.

• Conducted phone outreach throughout Wisconsin.

PRIORITY: ELECTING MORE OPENLY LGBT LAWMAKERS  
& ALLIES TO CONGRESS

HRC undertook unprecedented efforts this election cycle to elect more openly LGBT members of Congress 
and to increase the number of pro-equality allies. To achieve this, HRC:

• Invested $1 million in fair-minded candidates for the U.S. Senate, House, and governorships. Endorsements included:

 ° 203 pro-equality House candidates

 ° 23 pro-equality Senate candidates

 ° Four pro-equality gubernatorial candidates

• Raised more than $1.4 million from HRC members and supporters for HRC-endorsed candidates.

• Held more than 100 fundraisers and house parties to raise funds for key candidates and ballot measure campaigns.

• Sent 10 national emails to HRC’s 1.6 million members and supporters to raise funds.

• Promoted HRC-endorsed candidates extensively across HRC’s online properties, including the comprehensive 
Election Center website and HRC blog, as well as social media.

• Fundraised and provided support for openly LGBT candidates, including: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Invested heavily to ensure pro-equality lawmakers were either elected or re-elected to the U.S. Senate:

>
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PRIORITY: MARRIAGE IN MAINE, MARYLAND, MINNESOTA  
AND WASHINGTON 

HRC has made securing marriage equality in Washington, Maryland, and Maine – 
as well as preventing discrimination from being written into Minnesota’s constitution 
– a top priority. In fact, HRC was the largest national funder of the four pro-
equality ballot measure campaigns – of the $8 million we’ve invested in efforts 
to expand marriage equality, $5 million have gone directly to Maine, Maryland, 
Minnesota, and Washington.

HRC also partnered with Freedom to Marry and the National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force on programs that put energized volunteers on the ground in the four states.

HRC’s overall efforts across these four states include:

 

MARYLAND
• Contributed nearly $2.8 million to marriage equality efforts. That 

includes more than $850,000 spent on the campaign to pass the 
historic marriage legislation in early 2012, and another $1.9 million 
on the ballot campaign. 

• Provided critical online and communications support, including the production and release of  
campaign videos featuring Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley, Baltimore mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake,  
and the Rev. Al Sharpton.

• Hosted weekly phone banking opportunities to reach critical Maryland voters.

• Sent nearly 475,000 emails to HRC members and supporters.

• Recruited hundreds of volunteers for efforts in Maryland including phone banking, town halls, and canvassing. 

• Provided key campaign leadership, including Communications Director, Political Director, and religious 
organizers; as well as significant field organizing resources and legal support. 

>

CALL4EQUALITY 650 HOURS
25,000 VOTERS

Mo’NiqueJulian Bond Martin O’Malley
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HRC also led the legislative campaign to pass marriage equality, including:

• Providing key staff to the campaign, including a campaign manager, field director, 
communications director, faith outreach director, and coalition director.

• Delivering 15,000 postcards to legislators urging them to support marriage equality.

• Sending 18,000 emails to legislators.

• Conducting 130 phone banks.

• Placing 16,000 phone calls from constituents into legislator offices.

• Producing 15 web ads featuring prominent Marylanders 
speaking up for marriage.

• Mobilizing more than 75 congregations and religious bodies 
from across the state to support marriage equality legislation.

WASHINGTON STATE
• Contributed more than $1.4 million to marriage equality efforts. That 

includes nearly $138,000 spent on the campaign to pass the historic 
marriage equality legislation in early 2012, and another $1.3 million 
on the ballot campaign.

• Played a central role in providing key campaign leadership via HRC’s local steering committee:

 ° HRC Director Lacey All served as Chair of Washington United for Marriage.

 ° HRC Governors Amy White and Ben Waldman served as Chairs of the Coordinating and Finance  
Committees, respectively.

• Provided key HRC staff for the ballot campaign, including a Deputy Campaign Manager, Field Director, three 
Regional Field Directors and five Field Organizers. 

• Provided the campaign’s Communications, Faith, and Communities of Color Directors.

• Helped recruit companies to publicly support the marriage campaign.

• Sent more than 600,000 emails to HRC members and supporters.

• Signed-up nearly 1,000 volunteers for efforts in Washington State including phone banking, town halls, and canvassing.
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MAINE
• Contributed more than $840,000 to advance marriage equality.

• Sent nearly 85,000 emails to HRC members and supporters.

• Recruited several hundred volunteers and sent nearly half a dozen HRC staff to Maine, including critical field 
and faith-based organizing support for the duration of the campaign.

MINNESOTA
• Contributed more than $1.1 million to prevent discrimination against same-sex 

couples from being written into the state constitution. 

• Sent more than 480,000 emails to HRC members and supporters in Minnesota 
about efforts to oppose the discriminatory constitutional amendment. 

• Recruited 1,100 volunteers for efforts in Minnesota including phone banking, town halls, and canvassing.

• Provided key staff leadership and campaign support, including political director Leah Solo and field organizers.

HRC also played a central role in the legislative campaign to pass marriage 
equality, including:

• Delivering nearly 29,000 postcards from constituents to state senators.

• Placing more than 63,000 calls to constituents.

• Generating thousands of phone calls to state lawmakers 
urging them to support marriage equality.

• Sending nearly 30,000 emails to legislators.

• Recruiting thousands of volunteers for phone banking, town 
halls, canvassing, and other outreach efforts.

HRC Directs Another $1 Million 

to Marriage Ballot Measures

October 12, 2012

HRC Donates To States’ Gay Marriage Campaigns

October 12, 2012
October 12, 2012

Human Rights Campaign gives 

$225K more to same-sex marriage
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PRIORITY: ADVANCING EQUALITY IN KEY STATES ACROSS  
THE COUNTRY

Beyond the four marriage ballot states, the last two years have presented opportunities to both advance and defend 
marriage equality in several states. As part of our unprecedented mobilization, HRC engaged in the following states:

Iowa

In Iowa, our opponents again attempted to politicize the state’s independent judiciary by launching an aggressive 
campaign to remove Justice David Wiggins. Wiggins was part of a unanimous 2009 decision by the state’s Supreme 
Court that found unconstitutional a law banning marriage equality. Two years ago, opponents removed three other 
justices who ruled on the case – and they are vowing to take down every single justice associated with that 
ruling. This sets a dangerous precedent of intimidation that strikes at the very root of our nation’s independent 
judiciary. HRC contributed $145,000 toward efforts to maintain a balanced and unbiased judiciary in Iowa.

New Hampshire

In New Hampshire, HRC invested more than $280,000 and contributed staff support to fight the unsuccessful 
attempt to repeal the state’s popular marriage equality law.

HRC also proudly supported Maggie Hassan in her gubernatorial bid. Maggie is a consistent advocate for equality. 
To support Maggie’s campaign efforts, HRC provided the maximum financial support, mobilized members in 
New Hampshire, and promoted her campaign across our online properties.

New Jersey

In New Jersey, HRC was pleased to support Garden State Equality in securing historic passage of marriage equality 
legislation. We communicated with nearly 40,000 local members and supporters and urged them to support the 
legislation. Though Republican Governor Chris Christie vetoed the legislation, the bipartisan victory was an important 
milestone, and HRC stands ready to assist our allies in New Jersey in ensuring that all Garden State residents one day 
have the right to marry the person they love.

North Carolina

HRC played a leading role in both the legislative and ballot measure campaigns to defeat the discriminatory 
Amendment One. Though we didn’t win the battle, HRC remains committed to fighting for the dignity and respect 
of all North Carolinians. Our efforts in 2011-2012 included:

• Investing more than $500,000 in the legislative and ballot measure campaigns.

• Providing key staff support including a Regional Field Director, a Regional Field Organizer, Director of Faith 
Outreach, Director of Campus Outreach, and communications support.

>
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• Generating more than 150,000 calls to legislators.

• Identifying nearly 16,000 equality supporters.

• Spearheading efforts to form a coalition of 400 faith leaders opposed to Amendment One.

• Placing faith-based op-eds in all 12 major North Carolina newspapers in the run-up to the election.

• Registering 2,100 students during a voter activation drive.

New York

In New York, HRC spearheaded a massive field effort and was a coalition leader in the fight for marriage. We 
invested more than $1.1 million in securing marriage equality in the Empire State and deployed an 
unprecedented 30 full-time field organizers to make that goal a reality. We secured a statement of support 
for marriage equality from former President Bill Clinton, and produced a highly successful video series featuring 
prominent New Yorkers who support marriage equality.  

PRIORITY: EXPOSING OUR OPPONENTS
HRC continues to track and expose the efforts of groups like the National Organization for Marriage and other top 
donors of discrimination:

• Through our NOM Exposed initiative, we called out 
NOM’s confidential and racially divisive strategy to 
thwart marriage equality. That strategy included creating 
an artificial wedge between the LGBT community 
and other minority communities, such as African-
Americans and Latinos. Despite NOM’s efforts, polling 
indicates that a majority of both African-Americans 
and Latinos support marriage equality.

• We tracked and exposed NOM’s considerable 
donations to suppress marriage equality in the four 
marriage ballot states. NOM is the single-largest 
funder of discrimination across these states, and has 
spent more than $5 million.

• An HRC report found that the Roman Catholic Church, a 
close ally of NOM, has spent nearly $2 million fighting 
marriage equality. Taken together, the Church and NOM 
are responsible for funding nearly 60 percent of the 
anti-equality efforts in Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, and 
Washington.

DELIVERED MORE THAN 
53,000 POST CARDS 
TO STATE SENATORS.

GENERATED  
MORE THAN 
11,000
PHONE-
CALLS 
TO 
STATE  
SENATORS.

GENERATED MORE THAN 
44,000 EMAILS 
LAWMAKERS.

SENT 
MORE THAN 
46,000 
ACTION 
ALERT 
EMAILS 
TO HRC 
MEMBERS AND 
SUPPORTERS.!

NOM’s Anti-Gay Marriage, Race-Dividing 
Plans Revealed In Secret Documents Obtained By HRC

March 27, 2012

>
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BUILDING BRIDGES WITH COMMUNITIES OF FAITH
HRC is at the forefront of work that is making tremendous inroads with faith communities across the country – 
elevating the voices of pro-equality people of faith, fostering meaningful conversations about equality in 
congregations, and drowning out the false rhetoric of those who claim that equality and faith are conflicting values.

HRC’s Religion & Faith Program has invested heavily in faith-based organizing efforts this election cycle. In North 
Carolina, we mobilized voices within faith communities to serve as spokespeople for equality to the media across 
congregations. In Maryland and Washington State, HRC has provided significant faith-based support to the ballot 
campaign – from  Faith Directors and organizers, to working with clergy and lay leaders on messaging around equality. 
We look forward to expanding these successful efforts in future marriage equality states.

FOSTERING PARTNERSHIPS IN THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY

In Maryland, HRC worked to energize support for marriage equality within the African-American community. These 
efforts included a historic partnership with the NAACP, the nation’s oldest civil rights institution. HRC contributed 
$150,000 to the NAACP National Voter Fund and hired dedicated staff to facilitate greater dialog within the 
African-American community about marriage equality. NAACP President Ben Jealous, along with state and local 
NAACP leaders, have taken a leading role in advocating for marriage equality.  HRC also put staff and financial 
resources toward efforts to organize African-American clergy who support marriage equality, and helped to 
organize the first press conference of national high profile African-American clergy endorsing marriage equality. 

>

>
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MOBILIZING CELEBRITIES FOR EQUALITY
HRC has worked with numerous high-profile celebrities to lend their voices to equality. Highlights from some of our 
recent partnerships include:

 ° Brad Pitt – The actor made a generous contribution to HRC’s efforts to 
support marriage equality. Between Brad and HRC’s members, we were 
able to raise $200,000 in the final week of the campaign.

 ° Jessie Tyler Ferguson & Eric Stonestreet  – The Modern Family stars 
are outspoken advocates for equality and have lent their voices to HRC 
numerous times. Most recently, the two headlined an HRC sweepstakes 
competition that sent two lucky fans to Los Angeles to have dinner with the 
actors behind Cam and Mitchell. 

 ° Dustin Lance Black – The Academy Award-winning Dustin Lance 
Black, the man who penned the acclaimed film Milk, shared his touching 
personal story with HRC members about coming out to his mother and 
one of the biggest motivators of his advocacy work – the memory of his 
brother, who never had the opportunity to live his life openly.

 ° Lana Wachowski – The acclaimed director of the Matrix trilogy made 
headlines when she shared with HRC her challenging journey as a 
transgender woman – from feelings of not fitting in on the schoolyard, to 
nearly taking her own life. Lana shared her story so that she could serve 
as a beacon of hope to LGBT youth – living proof that you should never 
be afraid to go after your dreams simply because of your gender identity 
or sexual orientation.

 ° Cyndi Lauper – The Grammy and Emmy-award winning equality 
advocate, a longtime friend of HRC, participated in phone outreach to 
voters in key states this election cycle. Cyndi’s also a previous honoree of 
the HRC Nation Equality Award, and her True Colors Fund has partnered 
with HRC to raise awareness and campaign for funding to address LGBT 
youth homelessness.

>

Brad Pitt makes major 
contribution to support 

gay marriage
October 12, 2012
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RAISING DOLLARS FOR MARRIAGE
HRC raised and contributed a historic amount for marriage equality this election cycle. In addition to money raised 
online and at events across the country, we also generated support for marriage in some new ways:

• We hosted the highly successful Chefs for Equality event to raise money for marriage equality in Maryland. 
The event featured D.C.’s top chefs and raised $135,000.

• We used a cutting-edge smartphone app during our National Dinner to raise $370,000.

• We broke a record in our ‘raise the paddle’ fundraising with Dustin Lance Black in Seattle – bringing in $250,000 
to support efforts to secure marriage equality in Washington.
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